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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Righter joins committees
affecting Eastern funding
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Rep. Dale Righter is assuming key posi-
tions on state committees that  directly
affect Eastern. 
Righter, (R-Mattoon), in the new 92nd
General Assembly will take the position of
vice-spokesperson on The Higher
Education committee. Also, the committee
on Computer Technology will have Righter
as a spokesman for the second time in a
row.   
“I think my positions will be of benefit
to Eastern,” Righter said. 
Jill Nilsen, interim vice president for
external relations, said, “His appointments
to these key committees enables him to
vote on legislation, which is important to
students at Eastern.
“My experience with Rep. Righter is
that he highly recognizes student and facul-
ty concerns at Eastern,” Nilsen said.
Righter said, “For Eastern there is a gen-
eral funding issue and then there is the fac-
ulty salaries problem. Our challenge is to
do as much as we can as quickly as we
can.”
Righter said the Computer Technology
committee ties in extensively with higher
education and online initiatives.
“We will be trying to provide more state
assistance to those schools working with
online education and
those just beginning
with online education,
like Eastern,” Righter
said. 
Righter said he felt
online education was
beneficial for both the
universities and the
people of Illinois.
“The nurse who
works the second or
third shift and needs to take classes to get a
promotion or another job is in need of
online education,” Righter said. 
Righter also will take a position as vice-
spokesman on the committee on State
Procurement, which also affects higher
education. 
The committee looks at rules and regu-
lations for all state-funded agencies, such
as in purchases and budget matters, Righter
said. 
In addition, Righter will be sitting on
four other committees: The House
Financial Institutions committee, The
House Judicial-Civil Law committee, The
House State Government Administration
committee and the Appropriations and
Human Services committee.
The House Financial Institutions com-
mittee deals with the regulation and issues
surrounding savings and loan institutions,
banks, credit unions and payday loan estab-
lishments.
Any legislation that proposes to change
a civil law must go through the House
Judicial-Civil committee, Righter said. 
The House State Government
Administration Committee deals with how
the government decides actually how to
spend the state funds.
Righter was previously on the the com-
mittees of Children & Youth, Computer
Technology, Higher Education, Financial
Institutions, Prosecutorial Misconduct and
the Tobacco Settlement Proceeds
Distribution.
Hollowell is
honored by
resolution
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a resolution
honoring the life and contributions of former Eastern
Board of Trustees Chair Dr. Mack Hollowell, who
passed away due to natural causes at the age of 81
Feb. 7.
Dr. Mack Hollowell was a long-time supporter of
the university and a long-time leader in the commu-
nity, particularly in the fields of medicine and health
care, the resolution said. 
He demonstrated unfailing commitment to the
well-being of the administration, faculty, staff and
students of Eastern.
He gave generously of his time and effort to pre-
serve and promote the reputation of Eastern in the
region, state and nation, the resolution states. 
Dr. Hollowell, a native and longtime resident of
Charleston, was named by Eastern in 1995 as a mem-
ber of the “Centennial 100,” the 100 individuals who
most influenced Eastern’s first century.
Hollowell resigned last August from the position
as chair of the BOT, which he was appointed to by
then Gov. Jim Edgar in 1996.
“His loyalty and deep affection for Eastern will be
fondly remembered,” said Eastern President Carol
Surles in a press release. 
Also, Faculty Senate Chair James Tidwell
appointed Pat Fewell, professor of secondary educa-
tion and foundations, and Gary Canivez, professor of
psychology, to put together a recommendation for the
senate concerning the Technology Enhanced and
Delivered Education steering committee’s adminis-
trative models for technology at Eastern.
“This is a chance to have input on something that
will affect this university considerably, and I think we
have a responsibility to make a recommendation,”
said Senate member John Best, professor of psychol-
ogy.
The three administrative models for technology at
Eastern were released from the TEDE steering com-
mittee Jan. 30 for campus feedback.
Feedback will be accepted by the committee until
4:30 p.m. March 2.  
Committee Chair Bob Augustine will hold infor-
mational meetings for feedback at 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Life Science Building Room 2080, 2
to 3:30 p.m. Wednesday in Lumpkin Hall Room 17
By Alexandra Harold
Staff writer
“The only way to not get preg-
nant or contract an STD is to prac-
tice abstinence,” Katie Rezinas
told students attending “Condoms
101” in Carman Hall Monday
night.
Rezinas, a senior speech com-
munications major and member of
the Health Awareness campaign,
added that “it is more effective to
use a condom than to not use any-
thing.”
Rezinas said that her main pur-
pose in giving the presentation was
to get people who are sexually
active to be familiar with how to
properly use a condom. 
With one million teen pregnan-
cies each year and four million
new HIV infections a year, many
people are turning to condoms to
help protect themselves, Rezinas
said. 
Condoms are 97 percent effec-
tive when used correctly, Rezinas
said, but the rate of effectiveness
drops to 86 percent or lower when
the condom is used incorrectly. 
Eric Davidson, assistant direc-
tor for Health Education and
Promotion, pointed out that the
most common mistakes students
make are forgetting to pinch the tip
of the condom when putting it on
and failing to hold on to the base of
the condom when removing it. 
In order to help reduce this
problem, students were given the
opportunity to practice putting a
condom on their own wooden
model.  Davidson took the students
through the 15 steps that are
required to properly use a condom. 
The process begins, Davidson
said, with turning on the lights,
checking the expiration date, and
making sure that the condom is
latex or polyurethane. Other con-
doms, such as lambskin or sheep-
skin, are very porous and do not
provide as much protection,
Davidson added. 
It is also important to make sure
that the condom is right side out
and to check to see that it is air-
tight, Davidson said.
A condom, even when used
properly, is safer sex but not safe
sex, Davidson said. There are
many diseases, such as HPV, that
condoms provide no protection
against.
Presentation gives students the lowdown on condoms
Faculty Senate also looks
at technological models
See SENATE Page 12
Dale Righter
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Jessica Jarrett, left, a freshman history major, and Liz Hammett, a freshman business major, practice practice putting condoms on wooden
model penises Tuesday evening at the Condoms 101 workshop in the Copa room in Carman Hall. Katie Reszinas, a speaker, said the main pur-
pose of the workshop was for people who are sexually active to learn the proper information about condoms and how to correctly apply them.
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Alcohol violations
n  Eric D. Rumple, 19, of Taylor
Hall was cited at 3:50 a.m. on
Feb. 1 for obstruction of justice,
resisting arrest and unlawful con-
sumption of alcohol by a minor, a
police report stated.
n Thomas E. Powers, 18, of
Thomas Hall was cited at 11:11
p.m. on Feb. 2 at the 800 block of
Harrison Street for obscene con-
duct and purchase/acceptance of
alcohol by a minor, a police
report stated.
n Joan M. Dynowski, 20, of Des
Plaines was cited at 11:17 p.m. on
Feb. 3 at the 800 block of
Madision St. for purchase/accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor, a
police report stated.
blotter
police
Kenya trip discussed tonight
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
A panel of educators will share a
multimedia presentation tonight on
their summer 2000 adventure to
Kenya.
The presentation will be held
from 7 to 8 p.m. in Buzzard Hall
Room 1103.
Speakers on the panel will
include educators Marylin Lisowski,
Michael Leyden, Lou Conwell and
Angie Hettmansberger.
The purpose of the presentation,
sponsored by the Association for
Childhood Education International,
is to give students and members of
the community an opportunity to
learn about the area’s customs and
traditions while attracting people to
other annual organized international
trips.
Lisowski, professor of science
and environmental education and
leader of the annual trips, said last
summer’s exploration to east Africa
was mainly a safari trip where the
group embarked on various types of
research.
“You really see things (on the
trips) that the public normally does-
n’t see,” Lisowski said. “We get a
behind-the-scenes view of things. It
was really unique.”
Lisowski said the panel members
will speak about the tribes and
wildlife they had the privilege of
observing in Kenya.
The adventure also provided par-
ticipants with opportunities to take
part in game drives, hikes, formal-
ized lectures and village service pro-
jects, she said.
She said she hopes the Africa
presentation will inspire people to
take part in the Eastern sponsored
trip to Cuba this summer.
Lisowski said participating in
these types of trips gives people a
chance to see the world from a dif-
ferent cultural point of view.
She said it is amazing how peo-
ple live so simply in other cultures
while people in the United States
have so many gadgets and posses-
sions.
“The whole idea of these trips is
there are only so many precious
places on the planet,” Lisowski said.
“They are not only great learning
experiences, but they give you a
whole new perspective on life.”
Concert will play music to create the mood tonight in Fine Arts Building
By Andrea Stovall
Staff writer
Music for children of all ages
will fill the Dvorak Concert Hall
tonight, providing a romantic
atmosphere for those who want to
spice up their Valentine’s Day. 
The concert will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center. 
For one hour and fifteen min-
utes, Valentine lovers can enjoy
timeless music performed by the
Eastern Symphony Orchestra.
The director of the orchestra,
Joseph Manfredo, has chosen
selections of music that are
appealing to everyone no matter
the age.
“This is a special environment
of light, romantic music which
people have heard and know,”
Manfredo said.  
The evening will feature a spe-
cial music solo by Edwin
Ochsner, a junior music major.
Ochsner, one of Eastern’s best
music students, will perform a
French horn solo, Manfredo said. 
Ochsner is a member of sever-
al area symphonies, such as the
Champaign-Urbana Symphony,
Danville Symphony and the
Sinfoniea de Camera.
Admission will be $3 for stu-
dents, with their panther I.D., and
$5 for general admission. For
ticket information, call the music
department at 581-3010.
n 7:30 p.m., Eastern Symphony Orchestra
Cocnert, Doudna Fine Arts Center.
n 7 p.m., Jane Elliot presents, “The Anatomy of
Prejudice,” Grand Ballroom, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
n 1-7 p.m., Red Cross Blood Drive, Student
Rec Cener, Lantz Gym.
n 7 p.m., Dele Jegede presents slide lecture on
art exhibition Women to Women: Weaving
Cultures, Shaping History, Tarble Arts Center. 
n Last day to sign up for English 3970,
(Literary Masterworks) Harlaxton Trip.
n 6:30-9:30 p.m., Bead Workshop, Tarble
Arts Center.
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What’s on
tap?
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Green thumb
Chatia Perkins, a sophomore administration information systems major, looks at a plant called carissa grandiflora Tuesday
morning in the H.F. Thut Greenhouse on Seventh Street.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
FridayThursdayToday
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
Many Caucasian Americans have never
experienced the traumatic effects that prej-
udice can have on the mind. 
Jane Elliot, an elementary teacher in
Iowa, decided to show her class of
Caucasian nine-year-olds how it felt to be
discriminated against on the basis of a
physical characteristic over which they had
no control, said Caleb Judy, University
Board human potential coordinator. 
Her decision came right after the mur-
der of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968.
Elliot separated her children into two
groups, blue-eyed children and brown-
eyed children. 
Her 1968 exercise placed the blue-eyed
children in control one day and brown-
eyed children in control the next. 
“I chose a physical characteristic over
which they had no control and attributed
negative elements to this characteristic,”
Elliot said in a press release.
She discovered that no matter which
group was in control, members of the
oppressed group became withdrawn and
sad, Judy said.
From 1968 to 1984, Elliot continued her
brown eyes, blue eyes exercise with
schoolchildren, and she continued to be
surprised each time about how the
mechanics worked, Judy said. 
“I administered this exercise to a group
of children with dyslexia,” Elliot said in a
press release. “Brown-eyed children who
couldn’t really read or spell anything with-
out stammering suddenly could spell
words they couldn’t before. 
“On the other hand, I had a very smart
girl who could multiply very well. The
moment she, as a blue-eyed child, became
in an inferior position, she started to stam-
mer and make mistakes doing her sums,”
she said.
It is now 30 years later, and Elliot still
is administering her test to adults. She
travels the country, demonstrating her
behavior training and letting white people
experience what prejudice and oppression
does to a person. 
She will bring her presentation to cam-
pus tonight at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
A reception in the 1895 Room will fol-
low her presentation, titled “The Anatomy
of Prejudice.”
Elliot may seem like a leader in such a
prejudiced society; however, her success
did not come without complications and
hardships, Judy said.
Elliot said that had she
known the hardships
that she, her family and
her community would
have to endure, she
would never have bat-
tled against prejudice
the way she had. 
As a result of her blue-
eyed, brown-eyed stud-
ies and her success, her
own four children were taunted and even
spit on by teachers, classmates and class-
mates’ parents in her small town of
Riceville, Iowa. 
In addition to the torture to her children,
her father, a merchant in Riceville, was run
out of business, Judy said. 
The day after her appearance on the
Johnny Carson Show, the people of
Riceville decided to boycott her father’s
store and not buy from him. 
The townspeople thought all African-
Americans would think all Riceville resi-
dents thought like Elliot and would begin
moving there in droves, Judy said. His
business eventually closed, and he had to
declare bankruptcy. 
Elliot’s family was extremely dis-
pleased with her father’s close of business
and bankruptcy.
“My mother thought I’d gone crazy and
asked me, ‘Can’t you just stop with this
nonsense?’ She has never forgiven me,”
Elliot said.
“My brothers, self-made millionaires
and conservative Republicans, wondered
what the hell my problem was.”
Elliot’s father, however, always stood
behind her even though he was a very prej-
udiced man and said he would never let
any of his daughters marry a black man. 
He never tried to stop what she was
doing, Judy said. 
Elliot said she was crazy about her
father. 
“It’s a shame he was so prejudiced,” she
said.
“The Anatomy of Justice” is sponsored
by UB Human Potential, UB Lectures, the
Office of Civil Rights and Diversity,
EIUnity, the College of Minority Affairs,
Housing and Dining Services, Department
of Counseling and Student Development
and the National Panhellenic Council.. 
Admission is $5 for the public and free
for Eastern students with an ID.
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Bring Your Valentine to....
Specials include:
Prime Rib
Fettuccine Alfredo
Shrimp Cocktail
THE BODY SHOP
348-TANS 1406 6th ST
UNLIMITED TANNING
WE MATCH MOST COMPETITORS PRICES AND COUPONS
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-10PM  SATURDAY 9AM-5PM  SUNDAY 12PM-5PM
One Week- $10.00   Two Weeks- $20.00   One Month- $35.00
At Stix Thursday, February 15th
from 9:30 PM - 11:30 PM
Come and get a free poster signed by
the ladies of the EIU Pink Panthers
The EIU Pink Panthers would like to thank IKE’s
and The Alamo for supporting them.
Pink Panther 
Poster Signing
Speaker uses test to demonstrate prejudice’s affects
By Amanda Douglass
Staff writer
Students’ questions about finan-
cial aid, registration and student
accounts were answered Tuesday
night during a financial aid forum.
All students are encouraged to
fill out the Federal Application For
Student Aid form, to apply for any
need-based loans, state scholarships
and subsidized loans, said Jone
Zieren, director of financial aid.
If a student is denied, they can
apply for an unsubsidized loan,
Zieren said. Subsidized loans are for
students who demonstrate financial
need. In the case of an unsubsidized
loan, students are responsible for
paying the interest from the date the
funds are disbursed.
Students can file the FAFSA
form on  the Internet or  paper,
Zieren said.
If students fill out the form on the
Web, they are advised to go through
Eastern’s homepage because it is
free, said Diana Ensign, financial aid
advisor and supervisor of aid pro-
cessing. 
“A parent called today and filled
out the FAFSA form, and it cost her
$89 because she went to fafsa.com”
Ensign said.  
After filling out the FAFSA form,
the financial aid office will send the
student an award letter, and they will
set the student up with the maximum
money they can borrow, Zieren said.
“We want to get financial aid
awards on the Web instead of you
waiting on a letter from us,” said
Zieren. 
Alternative loan programs also
are available, she said. A Federal
Pell Grant, unlike a loan, does not
have to be repaid. Pell Grants are
awarded to undergraduate students
who have not earned a bachelor’s or
a professional degree, according to a
brochure.  
Linda Coffey, director of cashier
and student accounts, said the office
is in charge of sending out student
bills, answering questions on bills
and taking financial aid.  
Student bills are always detailed
on what they owe, Coffey said. The
bills include tuition, fees, housing,
parking tickets, library fines, course
charges, textbook rental and any-
thing unpaid on the student’s
account, she said.
In special circumstances, such as
divorce or the death of a parent, stu-
dents can discuss certain matters
with a financial aid counselor,
Zieren said.  If parents remarry, both
of their incomes have to be counted.
Students should not be afraid to ask
questions, Zieren said.
“We’re here to help the students,”
she said.  
Sue Harvey, director of academic
records and registration, said her
office deals with transferring hours
and course work, good student dis-
counts, loans, course deficiency,
scheduling drop and add informa-
tion and what courses are open. The
records office also works with the
Panther Access to Web Services pro-
gram on the Web. The PAWS Web
site contains transfer information,
earned work hours, class level and
more. PAWS will be adding more
services, Harvey said. 
Students receive tips on financial aid
Jane Elliot
Community blood drive
deserves publicity
I am shocked and dismayed by your
failure to publicize the Community
Blood Services blood drive held on Feb.
1. Community Blood Services provides
all of the blood used at Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center, meaning that if
anyone in our community needs blood,
including Eastern students, they receive
blood doanted with Community Blood
Services.
Your paper ran two substantial arti-
cles publicizing the American Red Cross
blood drive held the final week of
January despite the fact that the blood
donated there does not help our commu-
nity whatsoever. And, oddly enough,
these articles failed to include the infor-
mation that the American Red Cross is
currently being sued by the FDA for
flawed blood operations.
This is information donors need to be
made aware of and that you as a news
organization should be compelled to
reveal. I am sincerely disappointed in
your newspaper.
Kelly Clark
Charleston resident
Students need more
budget information
In response to Katie Cox’s letter con-
cerning my letter, I understand that the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
issues both an operating budget and a
capital improvement budget. I also
understand that money can’t transfer
from one to the other. I apologize if I
sounded like I was saying we should
transfer funds there.
In response to the DEN, I know that
one person never accomplished anything
solely by complaining. But no important
issue has ever been solved using the
“lemmings,” or passive, approach, either.
The students need to be both informed
and concerned about what is going on
with their money.
My point in writing the letter was to
express my wonder and concern at the
fact that there appears to be no money
available in areas where it should be. I
know we work to be an affordable
school, but there are schools as afford-
able as we are whose operating budgets
are less than or equal to ours, per stu-
dent.
I don’t begin to think that flat-out
complaining will help Eastern, but I sug-
gest that finding out how the budget is
being spent, and evaluating that spend-
ing, might help us in the future.
Jake Stouffer
Senior choral music education major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  a l t h o n @ e i u . e d u
“
”
There are two ways of spreading light: to be the
candle or the mirror that reflects it.
Edith Wharton
author, 1862-1937
The student is:n the most importantperson on campus.Without the students,
there would be no need for the
institution.
n not a cold enrollment statistic,
but a flesh and blood human
being with feeling and emotions
like our own.
n not someone to be tolerated so
that we can do our thing. They
are our thing.
n not dependent on us. Rather, we are dependent on them.
n not an interruption of our work, but the purpose of it.
n We are not doing them a favor by serving them. They are
doing us a favor by giving us the opportunity to do so.
These statements, scripted on a poster by University
Housing and Dining Services, were written by an unknown
author a few years ago. 
When the poster was originally distributed, it caused a huge
uproar all across campus. And with good reason.
Some people might find the words here insulting. It’s easy
to take statements like this to heart and feel as though some-
one is questioning your job performance.
Perhaps instead these words should be thought of more as a
reminder of the way most faculty, administrators and staff look
at Eastern’s campus. The way they do put their hearts into
their work.
It seems to me that the vast majority of faculty on Eastern’s
campus really do put students first. These teachers are the ones
that students look to as mentors. The ones who help students
find internship and job opportunities. The professors who take
time to ensure their students are learning and understanding, as
well as making sure that the work they assign challenges their
students.
There are, however, exceptions to every rule. Students are
disheartened when their teachers
put an essay question on a test
asking what their research paper
is about, and when asked about
the question, explain they were
just wondering because they had-
n’t read the papers.
Or when a teacher simply does
not keep attendance and tells a
class on the first day of the
semester that they really don’t
need to attend, that they can get
the notes from someone who
took the class a previous semester.
Or after a student has stopped going to his classes mid-
semester, having all but withdrawn from the university, and yet
he still gets two A’s out of his four classes.
Some of these examples are the extreme, but an alarming
number of students have stories that fall along the same lines.
My intention is not to point a finger and tell faculty that
they are not doing their jobs. Far from it. I sincerely feel that
most faculty really care about students. They wouldn’t still be
here, with low salaries and all, if they didn’t love their jobs.
My point is to bring a gentle reminder to all the faculty
members who do not see themselves in that poster, who don’t
look at students as the key to the university. Remember why
you got into this profession. Remember the fun you used to
have teaching. Remember how much you love academia, what
made you continue to become the most advanced in your field. 
If professors are having fun in class, chances are their stu-
dents are too. Students are always more inclined to care when
they know their professor cares.
Students depend on teachers, and vice versa
“It seems to me
that the vast
majority of faculty
on Eastern’s 
campus really do
put students first.”Shauna Gustafson
Development director
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Shauna Gustafson is a sophomore journalism major and a
semi-monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is slgustafson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
page
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Everyone likes to know they are appreciated. Evenlittle things done with thoughtfulness can make aperson’s day better. One organization on campusis making the effort this month to reach out to
workers on campus and put smiles on their faces.
Sigma Gamma Rho, a social sorority, is traveling
around campus doing random acts of kindness for depart-
ments and people on campus in celebration of African-
American Heritage Month.
Every Thursday for the month of February, the group
will surprise someone with a random act of kindness.
On Thursday Sigma
Gamma Rho members sur-
prised the people in the
Registration Office with a
free breakfast and presented
them with a framed certifi-
cate and a small speech let-
ting the workers know they are appreciated.
Until the next week, everyone is left guessing as to
whom the group will celebrate next.
There is often too much criticism and too little congrat-
ulation on this campus. We like to find fault in everything
and take the positive in stride. The fact that someone, or
some group, is making an effort to show the campus the
good people that are around Eastern every day says much
about both the sorority and the employees they are visit-
ing.
Many of the problems students have with the university
is not the fault of the clerical workers in the various
administrative offices around campus. Nor are the building
service workers to blame for many of the structural
defects we complain about regularly.
These people carry out their duties day after day and
usually only hear from students when a class is accidental-
ly canceled or a Panther Card stops working. We rarely
take time out to thank them when our college career runs
smoother because of their efforts.
Sigma Gamma Rho should be commended for its kind-
ness and for taking time out of the day to give to someone
else, even complete strangers.
Other students can learn from Sigma Gamma Rho’s
example. It isn’t difficult or tremendously time-consuming
to prepare a short speech and bring breakfast. And the
smile and “thank you” you get in return will definitely
make it worthwhile.
Better to give
than receive
Acts of kindness
Sigma Gamma Rho’s “random
acts of kindess” is a wonderful
idea and a credit to the sorority.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Find out the history of Cupid and 
students’ big plans for tonight
yourVoice
What is the best
Valentine’s Day
gift you’ve ever
received?
“
”
In high school my boyfriend
filled my locker with my
favorite basketball player
(Dennis Rodman) pictures,
stuffed animals, balloons,
candy and white roses.
“
”
(My girlfriend) sent me flow-
ers and candy. “
”
In high school my boyfriend
sent me red and white
roses, candy, bears and a
big ‘I love you’ balloon to
the student council office. “
”
My girlfriend created a
scavenger hunt for me to do
through the house that
would lead me to her.
Denise Turner Angel Cortes Cara Brown Todd Wilson
Sophomore athletic trainer freshman business major junior speech communication 
major
freshman marketing major
By Alex
Cardona and Leslie Williams
Staff writers
Today is Valentine’s Day, but there is more to this cel-
ebrated holiday than giving or receiving flowers, candy and
gifts.
The creation of Cupid began with the Greeks,but their name
for him was Aros, said Bonnie Irwin, professor of English. 
Aros in Greek means erotic, which is one of the symbols society still
connects him to 19  centuries later, Irwin said.
It is difficult to pinpoint the exact creation of Aros because of the Greek
oral tradition,said Jeffrey Lynch,professor and dean of the College of Arts
and Humanities.  
During  second century A.D.,the Romans took the Greek’s Aros myth
and created their own written love myth and god, calling him Cupid.
The Romans made Cupid the son of Venus,who is the goddess of
sexuality and beauty, Irwin said. As her Roman attendant, the blind-
folded Cupid oversaw the love affairs of humans and gods. 
He is depicted as a handsome, naked young man, the embodi-
ment and idealization of masculine beauty,who flies around the
world leaving people fated in love at his mercy, Lynch said.
“His gold arrows had the power of making people fall in
love; whereas, his lead arrows struck people out of love,”
Irwin said. 
Lynch said shooting either the gold or lead arrow,
Cupid would aim for his target’s eye, which would
lead straight to the heart. 
Legend has it that Cupid was feared by many
gods because he had the power to control their
hearts, dooming them to happiness or mis-
ery, Irwin said.  
“For example, there is the myth of
Apollo and Daphne by Ovid,” she
said.
Apollo, the god of light and
archery, is jealous of Cupid for
having a bow and arrow,
Irwin said.  
To show Apollo his
power, Cupid
shoots him
with a
gold arrow that
will make him fall in love
forever with the nymph, Daphne,
she said. Cupid shoots Daphne with a lead
arrow, allowing her to never fall in love with him.
Although Cupid can be known for this type of negativi-
ty, it is his ability to create true love between individuals that he
is praised for.
Cupid must have used golden arrows on Rachel Tracy, a senior
speech pathology major, and her fiance because her fiance is com-
ing to surprise her with plans. 
Alexander Bitchev, a senior finance major, plans on spending
Valentine’s night with his girlfriend,while Oona Burke,a senior mar-
keting major, plans on “daydreaming” her night away.
A romantic Valentine’s Day dinner is in store for the girlfriends of
Greg Ruff, a junior graphic design major, and Dan Crowe, a junior
accounting major.
The boyfriend of Pam Buenker, a senior accounting major, is com-
ing to visit her, and they plan on going out to eat somewhere, as long
as it’s not fast food.
Lauren Rathfelder, a junior marketing major, plans on spending
the night with her friends at Ike’s.
Some students are waiting to celebrate Valentine’s Day until
this weekend.
Bithyah Graham, a sophomore education major, plans
on spending this weekend at a hotel with her boyfriend
because it is his birthday, while Travis Peterson, a
freshman graphic design major, is going home on
Thursday to see his girlfriend. 
For some, long distance minutes are the
closest they’ll get for a Valentine date.
“My boyfriend is back at home,
so I plan on calling him and then
watching T.V.,” said
Brittaney Holtz, a
junior sociology
major.
By Jeffrey Yeagle
Staff writer
Students were able to express
their feelings about promiscuity
and sex during an informal dis-
cussion titled “Sex, Sex. Let’s
Talk about Sex” Tuesday night in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
Univeristy Union.
”Students are more comfort-
able in this type of discussion
because in a normal daily situa-
tion they would not able to
express themselves as easily.
They also become better commu-
nicators,” said Katie Sprouls, a
graduate student and an outreach
for the counseling center. 
The discussion started by hav-
ing the audience get in groups
and answer a questionnaire about
sex that also included the Ten
Commandments of Dating. 
The questions ranged from
“What are the three most impor-
tant qualities for a potential
mate?” to “What counts as sexual
activity?”
The Ten Commandments of
dating included “thou shalt not
ignore the date,” “thou shalt not
drink excessively— best if not at
all,” and “thou shalt not expect
sex at the end of the date.”
After the questionnaires were
completed by small groups of six
to seven people the audience
gathered back together to share
their responses.  Answers on the
questions were both serious and
comical.
Sprouls said “Most people are
embarrassed at first but relax by
the end of the discussion.  When
they are put in the right environ-
ment they can become them-
selves.”
Sprouls also said that the most
controversial question asked was,
“How do you know if the person
you are with is interested in hav-
ing sex?”
Comments from the audience
were by being touchy, talking
about sex, and an invitation to
after hours for two.
Participants in the discussion
learned about sex, intimacy and
consequences of being promiscu-
ous. 75 percent of males on cam-
pus consider “hooking up” as
sexual activity while only 60 per-
cent of women on campus con-
sider it as sexual activity.
Annie Rinehart, a junior
health studies major, said “The
most interesting thing that I
learned was that if you are
promiscuous then you are less
likely to be able to enjoy intima-
cy in a long-term relationship.”
Low self-esteem, STDs and
unplanned pregnancy are other
consequences of promiscuity.
“I learned that it is important
to communicate and share your
feelings about sex when you are
in a relationships,” said Lauren
Rathfelder, a junior marketing
major.
Katie Sprouls will be hosting
the “Let’s talk about sex” work-
shop at one of the residence halls
later in the semester for those
who are interested in learning
how to communicate better and to
hear other students’ opinions on
sex. 
A location and date have not
yet been set for the next discus-
sion.
Campus
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$1.00 Heineken Drafts
$1.50 Rolling Rock Bottles
Happy Valentine’s Day FromHappy Valentine’s Day!
Bobby-
You have sparked something 
within me. Thank you.
With all my love on Valentine’s Day.
-Liana_
THIS GUY REALLY
DIGS
THE DAILY EASTERN
NEWS
Check out these great
Hundred
s of
unique c
andles to
choose f
rom
New shipment of sterling silver rings & body
14% off a wide
variety 
University Theatre
presents
Aristophanes’ Lusty Comedy
LYSISTRATA
7p.m. February 20,21,22,23,24
2p.m. February 25
on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 adult, $6 senior/faculty/staff, $3.50 student
Phone 581-3110 for reservations
Season Tickets Available
Warning: For mature audience only!
And many other special gifts for
your Valentine
ADVERTISE!
BEST DEALS
Let’s talk about sex
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Katie Sprouls, a graduate student for the counseling center sets out condoms and Hershey’s hugs before giving her pre-
sentation Tuesday evening about sex and dating in college, called “Let’s Talk About Sex” in the Effingham Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Discussion
involved dating,
sex, intimacy 
Campus
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345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave
EVERY DAY!
1 Large 1 Topping
$5.99
Hot & Ready Wednesday
1 Medium Pepperoni
Pizza
$3.99
Great Carry Out Specials!!
Coors Light
Drafts
50¢
Wac
ky 
Wed
nesd
ay 
at
24 oz cans
only $2.50
DJ 9pm-
close
Brian’s Place/Club X-Treme
brings you...
Threesome Night
Fri . Feb. 16th
Come in groups of 3... get in FREE.
X rated drink only $2.00
21st & Broadway • Mattoon, IL 217/234-4151
w w w.clubx-treme.com
Bar-N-GrillJR’s
S i n g  a  s o n g  f o r  y o u r  i    f   
V A L E N T II N E
Karaeoke
8-midnight
$1.00 PUCKER SHOTS
$1.50 DOMESTIC BEERS
$1.25 DOMESTIC CANS
1412 Broadway Ave               258-9004
HAPPY
V-DAY!
By Katie Jeffers
Staff writer
A community organization wants to
acknowledge outstanding women who have
made great contributions to Eastern or their
community. 
Nominations are now being accepted for
the annual Women of Achievement Awards,
sponsored by the Women’s Advocacy
Council.
Fern Kory, who is overseeing the awards
this year, said there are no specific require-
ments to be eligible for the award. 
Nominees can be Eastern students, facul-
ty members, civil service employees or
women from the community.      
“We’re looking for women who are role
models or have helped advance women’s
lives,” Kory said.
Last year, the council gave out three
Women of Achievement Awards.  
Gail Mason, professor of speech com-
munication, was the honored faculty mem-
ber. Community member Nancy Owen was
honored, and Courtney McDermott, former
vice president for academic affairs, was pre-
sented with the student award.     
This year’s recipients will be presented
with their awards at a reception at 7 p.m.
April 2 in the Tarble Arts Center.
There is no formal application process
for the award. To be eligible, a nomination
letter should be submitted. Letters should
include an explanation of the nominee’s
contributions, as well as contact informa-
tion for the nominee and the nominator. 
The council is hoping to adequately
inform campus women of the award.
“We have sent information to all the reg-
istered student organizations,” Kory said. 
Nominations are due by March 6, and
more information can be obtained by con-
tacting Kory at 581-6291.  
Nominations being accepted for women’s achievement award
By Mike Costa
Staff writer
Students were assured by the
College of Sciences that they will be
the ones least affected by the pro-
posed budget cuts plaguing depart-
ments throughout the university.
The College of Sciences held a
forum on Tuesday night to answer
students’ questions about the depart-
ment’s future.
Acting Dean Mary Anne Hanner,
student dean Nick Owen and depart-
ment faculty and board members
fielded questions about the future of
the department from budget cuts to
the importance of teacher surveys.  
When asked how budget cuts in
the next couple of years will affect
the students, Hanner said “students
will be least affected with the cuts.”
The department will not cut pro-
grams but class sizes could be
increased, Hanner said.
She said the cuts have to be made
to pay back around $900,000 which
was needed for an increase in
teacher salaries, which were not
equal to their colleagues, among
other things.
Another question asked was how
important were the teacher evalua-
tions given to students.  Hanner said
“one of the first things that they look
at for teacher promotions and reten-
tions are the surveys.  They also look
at the size of the class that responds.”
All departments are not required
to give surveys, but it is up to the
department, Hanner said.
Questions have been brought to
the department board by students
about being on the Dean’s List.  The
university has a set standard of the
top 10 percent of students make the
Dean’s List, Hanner said.  
It just happened to be that all of
the students who were on the Dean’s
List had a 4.0 grade point average,
she said.
College of Sciences students
least affected by budget cuts
Amanda Douglass/Staff photographer
Taking a Break
Annie O’Leary, a senior accounting major, and Michael Cronin, a
senior education major chat Tuesday outside Coleman Hall.
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l Competitive starting salaries and benefits
l Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
l Housing and cost of living incentives
l Strong community support for teachers
l Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery
HAPPY VALENTINE’S
DAY, APRIL!!
Thanks you so much for this past
month. I can’t wait to see what
the future holds for us.
Love Always,
James
Senate will see revised proposal
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
A revised proposal for a room
and board rate increase next year
will be submitted to the Student
Senate tomorrow, said Adam
Weyhaupt, speaker of the senate.
The Student Senate will meet
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The proposal, worked out by
Weyhaupt, Student Body President
Katie Cox, and Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs, late
last week, recommends that the
Board of Trustees raise housing
and dining rates by as much as
$233 per semester beginning this
fall, Weyhaupt said.
The legislation is the latest
development of the senate’s first-
time involvement with the Bond
Revenue committee’s annual hous-
ing budget proposal to the BOT.
Last month, the senate consid-
ered for the first time a resolution
on whether to endorse the commit-
tee’s proposal, which included an
increase in rates for housing and
meal plans. After several senate
members expressed concern that
the senate and the student body did-
n’t have enough time to review the
proposal, Hencken agreed to delay
submitting the budget proposal to
the BOT until the senate and stu-
dents became more familiar with
the plan.
However, confusion over some
figures in the budget proposal
between the senate and the housing
office forced the senate to delay both
actions until this week, making time
an important factor as well.
“It is a time-critical issue,”
Weyhaupt said.
The new proposal is not written
in stone, either.
Under the new proposal, the cost
of a standard double room and a 5-
plus meal plan with 200 dining dol-
lars would jump to $2,138 a semes-
ter, a $138 increase over the present
rate, and an $8 increase over the
Bond Revenue committee’s original
proposal. 
A double room with a 10-plus
meal plan, 12-plus meal plan and a
15-plus meal plan would cost $233,
$167, and $161 more than this
semester, respectively, he said. 
These rates would increase an
additional $17 under the proposal.
If the university continues the resi-
dence hall newspaper program and
installs paper towel dispensers or
hand dryers in the residence halls.
Weyhaupt said the housing fee
issue is not a simple one for the
senate to tackle.
“This is different  than the typi-
cal fee process because we’ve
never done this before,” Weyhaupt
said.
Weyhaupt said time is a factor
as well, as the BOT will meet next
week. 
In other business, the senate will
vote on two motions at its meeting,
Weyhaupt said. 
One would allocate $200 toward
mayoral debates, voter registration
and a forum on the electronic writ-
ing portfolio; the other allocates
$100 to place a Student Government
advertisement in the Miss Black
EIU program booklet.  
Student Senate housing
surveys to gain input
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
Patrons of Carman, Stevenson
and Taylor dining services will be
served some food for thought for
the next couple days, as the Student
Senate looks to gauge student reac-
tion to a proposed housing rate
increase.
Today and Thursday, senate
members will distribute surveys at
the dining centers from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. and at Coleman Hall from 2 to
4 p.m. Senate members also will be
at the three dining services from 5
to 7 p.m. tonight, said Jen
Fanthorpe, chair of the  Tuition and
Fee Review committee.
Fanthorpe said the survey will
give students information about a
proposed increase in rates for hous-
ing and meal plans starting next fall
and ask for their opinions on vari-
ous housing expenses, such as the
residence hall newspaper program
and a proposal to install paper tow-
els or hand dryers in residence hall
bathrooms.
“We’re just getting a general
feel,” Fanthorpe said.
The rate hike, part of the Bond
Revenue committee’s housing bud-
get proposal to the Board of
Trustees, was put on hold by Lou
Hencken, vice president for student
affairs, last month until the senate
could consult the student body
about the proposal.
Senate plans for the survey and
a student forum were delayed until
now because of confusion by sen-
ate members over some figures in
the budget proposal, said Adam
Weyhaupt, speaker of the senate.
Fanthorpe said the senate plans
to distribute between 1,500 and
2,000 surveys.
The survey results will be
reported to the Student Senate at
next week’s meeting, where they
will play a  role in the senate’s deci-
sion of whether to support the pro-
posed increase, Weyhaupt said.
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“Anatomy of Prejudice”
FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 3/15/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Friends
&Co
EVERY WEDNESDAY
OPEN MIC
509 Van Buren    345-2380
* Starts at 10:00
* bands and 
individuals
welcome
* free!
Labatt Blue
bottles only $2.00
7th Street Underground Saturday
Ticket Office Thursday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday Closed
Sunday Closed
Subway Thursday 10 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
First Thursday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Mid-Illinois Friday Closed
Bank Saturday Noon-3:00 p.m.
Sunday Closed
Monday Closed
Building Thursday 7:00 a.m.-Midnight
Friday Closed 
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Bookstore Thursday 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday Closed
Sunday Noon-5:00 p.m.
Chick-Fil-A Thursday 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday Closed
Sunday Closed
Copy Express Thursday 8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday Closed
Sunday 4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Lobby Shop Thursday 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Friday Closed
Saturday Closed
Sunday Closed
Building will reopen on Monday, February 10th at 7:00 am
First Mid-Illinois Bank will reopen on Tuesday, January 20th at 10:00 am
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
HOURS OF OPERATION FEBRUARY 15TH-FEBRUARY 19TH
All operations will be closed on Friday, February 16th
in observance of Lincoln’s birthday.
Your Boyd’s Bear Dealer
Deliveries starting at $15.00
You’r e So Sweet Bouquet
From $30.00
Noble Flower & Gift Shop
345-7007       2121 18th St.
Be Min
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This Valentine’s Day
By Amber Williams
City editor
For students experiencing a
bumpy ride in their cars, the
Charleston Street Department is
providing a temporary solution to
the problem.
Street crews are beginning to
lay down the temporary asphalt to
smooth out bumpy streets with
cracked pavement and potholes
that are caused by winter weather,
said Quincy Combs, street super-
visor for the Charleston Police
Department.
The crews have been randomly
surveying the roads to determine
which ones need the most repair
and have been working on them
one at a time.
“We have been over the whole
town at least a couple of times,”
Combs said.
Until spring weather arrives,
street crews only lay down cold
mix asphalt as a temporary solu-
tion because it does not last as
long. 
When the danger of winter
weather is over, crews will lay
down heated asphalt, which is
longer lasting than the cold
asphalt, Combs said.
At this time, the heated asphalt
is not available from the asphalt
producer for the Charleston Street
Department. It also is not as eco-
nomical to permanently fix the
roads before the threat of winter-
time freezing and thawing is over,
he said.
The roads are destroyed during
the winter as a result of roads
freezing and thawing as well as
moisture being trapped under the
road. The freezing and thawing
that occur during the winter
months cause the asphalt to
expand and contract, which causes
them to crack, Combs said.
The salt that street crews put on
the slippery roads during the win-
tertime also lead to the deteriora-
tion of the asphalt, Combs said.
Charleston uses asphalt to pave
the roads because it is the most
readily available in this area, and
it also is the most economical for
the department’s budget, Combs
said.
The condition of the road is “as
expected for this time of year, but
all in all pretty good,” he said.
Combs said the street depart-
ment will respond to complaints
about the roads when it receives
them, but it tries to fix road prob-
lems before it gets any com-
plaints.
For any complaints, residents
can call 345-5811.
Street crews patching potholes in streets
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Gary Lee and Scott Ballard, both operating engineers for the City of Charleston,
repair potholes with cold mix asphalt Tuesday morning on North 14th Street.
County Board OKs waste station
By Amber Williams
City editor
The Coles County Board
approved a resolution to accept an
Allied Waste Industries Inc. pro-
posal to build a new transfer sta-
tion in Charleston at Tuesday
night’s meeting.
The current landfill is sched-
uled to be closed in a few months
and the new landfill will be built
in its same location at 635 W.
State St., said County Board
Chairman Robert Webb.
A transfer station is a building
where solid waste can be stored
until it is taken by truckload to a
landfill somewhere else.
“There is an urgent need for
transfer stations to hold solid
waste disposal,” Webb said.
The host agreement between
the board and Allied Waste
includes a $1 per ton of waste host
fee, which is projected to add up
to approximately $85,000 annual-
ly. Allied Waste has agreed to give
the board $50,000 for upgrades on
Loxa Road near the facility’s loca-
tion and agrees to protect the
property value of property within
one mile of the site. 
August 18, 2000 the county
board denied a proposal by Allied
Waste to build a 12 county landfill
in Charleston. Allied appealed this
decision to the Illinois Pollution
Control Board.
In accordance with a resolution
passed by the board, it will be nec-
essary for Allied to drop the
appeal with the Illinois Pollution
Control Board for the proposal
with the transfer stations to go
through.
The board also approved a rec-
comendation supporting Allied’s
proposal to add disposal capacity
to the current landfill. This
includes moving two buildings at
the current site to make more
space for solid waste storage for
the next three years.
The space left at the landfill
will only allow for a few more
months of waste disposal, but it
may take up to three years to build
the transfer stations.
“We do not want a period of
time where solid waste would
have to be transferred directly to a
landfill,” Webb said.
Father of surviving family says
pilots should be remembered
CHARLEVOIX, Mich. (AP) —
An Illinois man whose family sur-
vived a plane crash said Tuesday
that, while it is a miracle they sur-
vived, people also should remem-
ber the pilots who lost their lives.
“This is a miracle, but two peo-
ple didn’t make it here, and right
now, that’s what everybody should
be remembering,” Robert Gault
said on CBS’ “The Early Show.”
The chartered aircraft crashed
Thursday night in a cedar swamp
on Beaver Island, killing pilot
Curtis Logan, 51, of Little Falls,
Minn., and co-pilot Steve Ehrhart,
23, of Elgin.
Gault’s wife, Mirth, and their
three children survived a bitterly
cold night and were rescued 15
hours after the crash. Gault was
waiting for them on the Lake
Michigan island, where the Orland
Park family has a vacation home.
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators continued
examining the wreckage Monday.
Spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz said
they had found all the main compo-
nents of the twin-engine
Swearingen Merlin 227 AT
Metroliner.
Mirth Gault was discharged
Sunday from Charlevoix Area
Hospital. Her sons, Adam, 13, and
Alec, 5, were released the previous
day.
Daughter Emma, 9, remained
hospitalized Tuesday in fair to good
condition with a broken pelvis. She
was expected to be released later
this week.
The Eastern Illinois University
Health Service’s Health Education
Resource Center is currently
accepting applications for the
Health Education Coordinator -
Graduate Assistantship.
Responsibilities include: manag-
ing the Health Education
Resource Center Clearinghouse
including recruitment, selection
and training of student workers;
previewing and reviewing health-
related educational materials,
overseeing coordination of univer-
sity-wide awareness campaigns,
advisement of health campaign
steering committee, assist in the
development of health service
newsletters, provide presenta-
tions and trainings, an other
duties as assigned.
The 12 month contract calls for
19.5 hours per week beginning
June 1, 2001. Selected applicant
must be admitted to the EIU grad-
uate school and take classes dur-
ing the summer term.
The following items are required
for application: EIU Graduate
Assistantship Application,
Statement of Personal Goals,
copy of official transcripts,
resume/vita, minimum of two let-
ters of reference or recommenda-
tion. These items should be sub-
mitted by March 1, 2001 to: Eric S.
Davidson, MA, CADP; EIU Health
Education Resource Center-
Health Services, 600 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, Illinois
61920.
For additional information contact
Mr. Davidson by e-mail
(csesd@EIU.edu) or by phone
(217-591-3912).
_______________________2/14
Monitor positions available. FT or
PT entry level positions in sub-
stance abuse programs serving
women and adolescents.
Schedule to include
evenings/nights/weekends. Word
processing/typing skills preferred.
Competitive pay & benefits.
Submit resume or apply in person
by 2/23/01. CEAD Council, 635
Division, box 532, Charleston, IL
61920. EOE.
_______________________2/19
29 people to get paid $$$ to lose
up t o 30 pounds in the next 30
days- Guaranteed. 800-686-
6187.
_______________________2/20
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
The Regional Director is responsi-
ble for leadership and coordina-
tion in  the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean for Extension and
Outreach and works closely with
members of the Administrative
Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of pro-
fessional experience in a field
closely related to Extension edu-
cation. Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doc-
torate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with the Extension
staff, volunteers, and members of
county governing bodies, as well
as civic, business, and profession-
al organizations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic profession-
al position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possi-
ble after the closing date.
John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL  61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this
position is posted  at www.exten-
sion.uiuc.edu   
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
Rental lists at 1512 A Street.
Choices for 1-5 persons. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489
_______________________2/14
3Br house, W/D, trash included.
Nice back yard, close to campus.
Available 8/1/01-5/31/02.
$300/person, 3 people. 3 bedroom
duplex, 3 people, W/D, dishwasher,
nice yard, 12 month 6/01 - 5/02,
$250 each 232-0656
_______________________2/14
1 and 2 BR apart., water and trash
included. Not close to campus
$250-280 per person 232-0656
_______________________2/14
3 BR apt for 3: $160/person, Sharp
condition. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
345-4489
_______________________2/14
Nice 5 and 6 bedroom, 2 bath
houses. A/C, W/D, D/W. Close to
campus. Reasonable.
345-6967.
_______________________2/14
3 BDRM 1410 7th , North of
Dominos W/D. Shown Thursday @
5pm, Friday @ 5 pm 348-8792
_______________________2/15
2 BDRM Home, New kitchen, car-
pet. 716 9th St, Shown Thursday
@ 5:30 pm, Fridayy @ 5:30 pm
348-8792
_______________________2/15
RENT THE BEST!  3 Bedroom
apartment for Fall. 345-2416
_______________________2/15
Brittney Ridge 4 BR for 5 people. 2
1/2 baths - W/D, dishwasher, unfur-
nished, 12 month lease $200 per
person 348-8886. Leave Message
_______________________2/15
FOR RENT IMMEDIATELY. Close
to campus. New paint and carpet.
Small bungalow home. 1-2 bed-
rooms. Call now. . . it’ll go fast!
345-6757.
_______________________2/15
1st House on 2nd street, Across
from Lantz Gym. 6 bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, 2 kits, W&D. M or F. 10
month lease for 01-02. Rent
Reduced- Price Negotiable. 345-
6868.
_______________________2/15
Two Bedroom house, carpeted,
AC, No Smokers, No Pets. Close
to Schools. $595 per month.
Phone 345-3232 days. Available
immediately.
_______________________2/15
4 bedroom, close to campus,
Summer-Fall 2001, AC/base-
ment/washer-dryer hookups. 345-
4030.
_______________________2/15
Furnished upstairs, 2 or 3 BR.
$150 each 10 months. 325
Madison. 348-0288.
_______________________2/15
4 BR house for 5 females. 1530
2nd Street  345-2564
_______________________2/19 
964 Sixth Street- Big Two story
house. Large living and dining
rooms. Four Bedrooms. Two
baths. Recently remodeled
kitchen. Washer and dryer, trash,
mowing, and off street parking
included. 10-month lease at
$1,200 per month. Six students
max. Girls preferred. Call 348-
5599.
_______________________2/19
5 BEDROOM HOUSE. CENTRAL
AC/ DISHWASHER/
W A S H E R & D R Y E R /
MICROWAVE. 2 FULL BATH-
ROOMS. FULL BASEMENT. PRI-
VACY FENCE. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. GOOD PARKING. EXCEL-
LENT CONDITION. $275/BED-
ROOM. AVAILABLE AUGUST
2001. CALL 345-6222 or 581-
6367.
_______________________2/20
EIU STUDENTS       Nice 3 bed-
room, 1 bath air conditioned home
for rent. Available Fall Semester.
1814 12th Street. Call 847-395-
7640.
_______________________2/23
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APART-
MENT LOCATTED AT 208 1/2
6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED,
CARPETED. GOOD, QUIET
LOCATION. CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9467.
ASK FOR LARRY.
_______________________2/23
LARGE 4 BR APT. 202 1/2 6TH.
CARPETED, A/C, NICE
KITCHEN, WASHER, DRYER,
GOOD PARKING. AVAILABLE
NOW FOR FALL SEMESTER.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-7522. AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-
9462_______________________
_______________________2/23 
VERY LARGE 3 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENTS AVAIL-
ABLE FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR. NO PETS. CALL 345-3664
_______________________2/26
2,3,4& 5 bedroom houses to lease-
great locations. 346-3583.
_______________________2/26
Girls, if you would like a nice,
roomy furnished apt. with large
closets, low rent, low utilities for
next Fall. Call 345-3664. No pets.
_______________________2/26
House for 3 females. $250 each.
345-2564.
_______________________2/26
Large, furnished &AC, 1 Bedroom
apt. Above 4th St Records. 1 or 2
persons. Available Aug 15. 10 or
12 month lease. 345-7717.
_______________________2/27
RENT AS LOW AS $222.50/PER-
SON 10 MONTH LEASE. 3 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED APTS VERY
FEW LEFT. CALL UNIQUE PROP-
ERTIES @ 345-5022.
_______________________2/28
Awesome 3 BR apt must see!!!
For complete details call (630)929-
1154 for 24 hour message.
_______________________2/28
NICE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. 1431 NINTH. AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net.
________________________3/8
House for rent. Close to campus.
Central air with heat pump. Wash
4 girls for student house one half
block from Old Main on 7th St. 348-
8406
_______________________3/14
RENT AS LOW AS $222.50/PER-
SON 10 MONTH LEASE. 3 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED APTS VERY
FEW LEFT. CALL UNIQUE
PROPERTIES @ 345-5022.
_________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
_________________________01
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, ONE 3
BEDROOM APARTMENT $175
PER PERSON, 415 HARRISON
348-5032
_________________________01
Fall 2001-1 Group of 4 females to
rent 4 bedroom house. 1210
Division. $250 each per month.
235-0939.
_________________________01
5 BR unf. house avail. 6/1 1520 s.
9th, ph. 348-7746
_________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 1017
Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
_________________________01
Duplex available now through sum-
mer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage with
electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
_________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
_________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New carpet-
ing. Available now for 1 or 2 peo-
ple. Phone 348-7746.
_________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST 1.
CALL 348-7746
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condition,
several locations No pets 345-
7286
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition, excel-
lent location, AC No Pets 345-7286
_________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwash-
er, laundry, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC No
Pets 345-7286
_________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfur-
nished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
_________________________01
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IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY.
Wednesday night bible study tonight at 8:000pm in the
Immanuel Student Center.  This week we will study the
parable of the rich fool.  Refreshments will be served.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL.  Meeting today at 5pm in
Arcola/Tuscola room.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE.  Wednesday Night Bible
Study tonight at 7pm in the Christian Campus House.    
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Mass at 9pm
on 2/14/01 at the St. Philip Neri Chapel located behind
Andrews Hall.
LASO.  Meeting on Feb. 14 at 5pm in the Cultural Center.
Come to the Laso meeting/social at the Cultural Center.
ACEI.  Educators’ Perspectives of Kenya.  All members are
encouraged to attend tonight at 7pm in Buzzard, room 1130.  
CampusClips
D O R S W R A P P I Z Z A
E D I E H A L O I D I O M
C O L D M I N E R T O N N E
A U L A I T S T A B E E N
F L E N S E D A N O N
C H I L L Y S A U C E
F E E L O R E S I T O N
U R G E T E N D S L A N D
J I G G S D A H S H E S
I C Y I T A L L N O W
T O G A A V A I L E D
A K A P E N D E N D I V E
D E B U G C O O L D E S A C
D E L T A E L L E A L D O
S L E E P R E E D L E E R
ACROSS
1 British sex sym-
bol Diana
5 Tortilla, to a bur-
rito
9 Food often cut
in eighths
14 Plimpton book
subtitled “An
American
Biography”
15 Good sign?
16 “Up the creek,”
e.g.
17 Eskimo
prospector?
19 1,000 kilograms
20 Like some cof-
fee orders
21 Feeling of pain
23 Dark time for
poets
24 Defatted, as a
whale
26 Not quite yet
28 Eskimo hot dog
topping?
33 Have hands-on
experience?
37 Tram filler
38 Suppress
39 More than sug-
gest
40 Waits on
43 Sight from the
crow’s-nest
44 Maggie’s mate,
in the comics
46 “Well, lah-di-
___”
47 Cows and sows
48 Eskimo 
words of
enlightenment?
52 Attire worn with
sandals
53 Was of use
58 Wanted-poster
letters
61 Hang
63 Salad green
64 Remove errors
from
66 Eskimo street?
68 Mississippi’s
___ State
University
69 Vogue competi-
tor
70 Designer Gucci
71 “The sweetest
gift of heaven”:
Virgil
72 Critic Rex
73 Look of a wolf
DOWN
1 Joltless joe
2 Two-time batting
champ Lefty
3 Lunar valley
4 Roomy vehicle
5 Impassioned
6 Showed
7 Pub potables
8 Way in
9 Casino honcho
10 Swearing-in
words
11 Fans’ publica-
tion, for short
12 Defense type
13 “You said it!”
18 Junk drawer
abbr.
22 “___ takers?”
25 Calamitous
27 Epitome of
toughness
29 Three-time U.S.
Open winner
Ivan
30 Zion National
Park home
31 Dunce cap
shape
32 Winds up
33 Honshu peak
34 Grid great
Dickerson
35 Like zabaglione
36 Kosher
41 Andrews or
Carvey
42 Cleared of snow
45 Temporary fix
49 Ripen
50 Cavalry member
51 Tinker Bell prop
54 Worth a ten
55 Fine cotton
thread
56 Give the slip to
57 Furnishings
58 Throws in
59 Boat’s back-
bone
60 Fully qualified
62 Loser in 1996
65 Western
Amerind
67 Pamplona cry
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Fred Piscop
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38
39 40 41 42 43
44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63
64 65 66 67
68 69 70
71 72 73
Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002
school year  $350 for one person
$500 for two. No pets. 12 month
lease. 345-3148
________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with laun-
dry No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
WOMEN ONLY-  Rooms for Rent
Large house, Fully furnished ONE
BLOCK FROM UNION
Fall/Spring/Summer: $250 mo.
Utilities Inc. Air cond/Parking Pat
Novak (630) 789 - 3772 eves. Or
TRISHNOVAK@AOL.COM
________________________01
Available Now!  Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $325 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficien-
cy, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
2, 3, & 4 bedroom units/house
fully furnished located near Buzz.
Bldg & Lincoln Ave. Call for Info &
apts  348-0157
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
Campbell apartments 1, 2 & 3
bedroom. Heat, water & trash fur-
nished. Downtown. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001 and
FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
Select your apt now!  Leasing stu-
dio apts with 1,2,3 bedrooms for
Fall. Great Prices. Lincolnwood
Pinetree 345-6000
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 3 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-
3161.
________________________01
FALL 2001, QUALITY, 3 BD.R.
FURNISHED APT., LOW AS
$250.00 PER PERSON. LOCAT-
ED ON 7TH ST. NEXT TO DOMI-
NO’S PIZZA. UNIQUE HOMES
345-5022.
________________________01 
Close to Buzzard. A few large 2
bedroom apartments available.
Lincolnwood Pinetree. 345-6000.
________________________01
Enjoy the pool in summer. Stay
warm in winter. Large 2 bedroom
apartments by the pool. We pay
heat!  Lincolnwood Pinetree. 345-
6000.
________________________01
Room for rent Sp ‘01/intercession.
$300/mo.- negotiable, need sub-
lessor ASAP. Very large 3 BR apt.
2 female roommates, 2 bath, new
appliances, furnished, close to
campus- Call Amanda 497-7913.
_______________________2/22
Female Roommate Needed.
House across from campus.
$225/m, includes trash. 348-6270
A.S.A.P.
_______________________2/15
DR WU is playing Gunner Buc’s
Friday, 9pm. A Rock ‘n Soul
Revue Complete with Horn
Section. See The Impalas Sat. -
Texas Rock n’ Blues with a Strong
Female Lead Vocal. Cover, Must
Prove 21. So. Rt. 45, Mattoon.
_______________________2/15
A Book? What’s that?  Check Mine
out at
www.xlibris.com/TheRiverofRain.h
tml. Feed your mind.
_______________________2/15
President’s Weekend Party!!!
Check out Springfield’s top band,
Mr. Opporknockity. Sat. Feb. 17th
at 7th St. Underground. 10pm-1am
FREE!!
_______________________2/15
ZIPPITY DO DA, ZIPPITY DAY!
ORDER JOEY’S AND DON’T
DELAY!  SPRING BREAK IS
ONLY A FEW WEEKS AWAY.
AND REMEMBER JOEY’S
DELIVERS ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
ZIPPITY DOO DA, ZIPPITY DAY!
JOEY’S 345-2466.
_______________________2/19
Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, & condos.
Lowest prices!  www.myspring-
break.net  800-575-2026
_______________________2/28
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida.
Space is limited so book it now!
Earn cash Go Free!
Group rates still available. 1-800-
234-7007
Endlesssummertours.com
________________________3/2
Get excited boys, DELTA ZETAS
CRUSH DANCE is coming up. We
hope to see you there!
_______________________2/13
86% of EIU students feel that alco-
hol does not make men sexier.
_______________________2/14
Come see if your opportunity
knocks. Meet me at 7th St.
Underground between 10pm-1am
on Sat. Feb. 17th.
_______________________2/14
Michelle Ortiz of AST -
Congratulations on receiving
Panhel Cabinet Member of the
Month!  Your sisters are so proud
of you!!
_______________________2/14
78% of EIU students feel that alco-
hol does not make women sexier
_______________________2/14
Patrick Brian. Thank You for the
best 2 1/2 years of my life.You are
my world. I love you -Dina Marie
_______________________2/14
Natalie Pavone, Congrats on VP of
Women’s Empowerment! Amy
Cutugno, Congrats on PR chair of
Women’s Empowerment! Love
your A-Pi sisters
_______________________2/14
Kristen Skalon and Gemma
Husselbee, great job with Cardiac
Arrest. Love your A-Phi sisters!
_______________________2/14
To the men of Sigma Nu. Thank
you for a wonderful year. You all
keep me smiling everyday. I love
you guys. Your sweatheart Dina
_______________________2/14
Congrats to the Dee Zee IM’s on
winning against the A-Phis in bas-
ketball. Keep up the good work!
_______________________2/14
Thanks to everyone who made it
to Delta Zeta’s crush dance. We
had a blast!
_______________________2/14
Michael, Happy Valentine’s Day
sweetie!  Can’t wait till formal this
weekend!  Love, Christine.
_______________________2/14
Jimmy Latta, Happy Valentines
Day!  Mommy loves you!
_______________________2/14 
Got Health? Find out at the Health
Fair to be held on Wednesday,
February 21 from 10am to 4 pm in
the Student Rec Center
_______________________2/15
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IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Majestic view
Jeff Baker, a Charleston resident, waits to cross Lincoln Street with his dog
Cassidy Tuesday afternoon.
Chicago area code may be
completely out of numbers
CHICAGO (AP) — The company in charge of
doling out U.S. phone numbers says there’s no room
left in the suburban Chicago 847 area code — even
though one consumer group estimates that more than
half of assigned numbers aren’t being used by phone
companies.
The Illinois Commerce Commission is trying to
determine how or even if it can delay a new area code
from being assigned in the region before a Friday
deadline. Consumer advocates say the commission’s
decision could affect callers across the state.
“We’re calling on the industry to go the extra mile
now. Find the numbers that are necessary to keep 847
from exhausting,” said Seamus Glynn, associate
director of the watchdog group Citizens Utility
Board.
Glynn presented a report to the ICC on Tuesday
that showed 3.9 million phone numbers aren’t being
used within the 847 area code. About 3.8 million
numbers are in use, he said.
Even so, all blocks of 10,000 — the standard for
assigning numbers to phone companies — have been
handed out, said Brent Struthers, director of regional
matters for NeuStar Inc., the company contracted to
assign phone numbers in North America.
NeuStar has informed the ICC that it no longer has
any 847 blocks to give out and wishes to start assign-
ing a new 224 area code to phone companies in the
region starting Friday. The new code would start
being used in May.
The commission has attempted to delay the new
code because it would inconvenience customers.
Jury scrutinizes governor’s gifts
CHICAGO (AP) — A federal grand jury is inves-
tigating gifts that Gov. George Ryan and his wife
accepted but did not disclose when Ryan was secre-
tary of state, a newspaper reported.
Anthony De Santis, a land developer and owner of
the Drury Lane Oakbrook Terrace theater and con-
vention center, said he has been subpoenaed to testi-
fy about $2,500 in personal checks he gave the Ryans
in 1997 and 1998, the Chicago Tribune reported
Tuesday.
Ryan, citing an ongoing investigation, refused to
comment Tuesday. He said he would stand by the
statements his office made Monday.
Ryan aides said the checks, deposited in the Ryan
family bank account, were personal gifts to Ryan and
his wife, Lura Lynn, for Christmas or other occa-
sions.
The money was not reported as a gift on Ryan’s
state-mandated ethics disclosures in 1997 and 1998,
which Ryan spokesman Dennis Culloton called an
oversight.
Culloton said Ryan’s failure to disclose the pay-
ments was discovered recently when attorneys
reviewed his finances. Ryan recently told aides to
amend those statements to list unspecified gifts from
De Santis.
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Now  Open  att
9tth  Stt reett   &  Liincolln  Ave
10 inch deep dish 1 topping, salad for 2,
1/2 order of cheese breadsticks
Now Serving Beer & Wine
345-3288
Dine In
Only!
$10.99.
Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
email csmhc@eiu.edu
Web address www.eiubookstore.com
Phone Number 581-5821    Fax Number 581-6625    
Spring Hours
8:00am   - 8:00pm       Monday - Thursday
8:00am   - 4:30pm       Friday
10:00am - 4:00pm       Saturday
1:00pm - 5:00pm Sunday
Greeting Car ds 25% of f
Feb. 5th - Feb 15th
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
From The Daily Eastern News
advertise
1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
Wood Real Estate
GOT HOUSING?
3 Br Apts for 3 @ $160 per person.
Clean, economical.
At this price, two can afford it and have
an extra room.
Pick up a housing list in the mailbox at
our office at 1512 A street.
Happy Valentine’s Day!
BRUCE!
You do something to me that I
can’t explain.
Love, 
Jenny
HAPPY
VALENTINE’S
DAY!
I LOVE YOU, RYAN!!!
Here is to our first Valentine’s
Day as an engaged couple!
Love your fiance,
Pamela
By Karen Kirr
Staff editor
Parents are always concerned
with their children’s safety. The
Child Passenger Safety Resource
Center, funded through a grant from
the Illinois Division of
Transportation and the Division of
Traffic Safety with Eastern, is now
looking out for parents.
The center, Lincoln Plaza
Building, Suite 11, which provides
parents a way to ensure their child’s
car safety, will hold its first open
house since it opened Jan. 1  at 10
a.m. today.
The open house will allow par-
ents to test out various types of car
seats and get feedback from certified
technicians on whether the car seats
they are using are a good fit for their
children, said Carrie Welsh, child
passenger safety technician for the
center.
“(Our) certified technicians will
go through a checklist with parents
concerning car seats,” Welsh said. 
“They will also show them the
proper way to seat a child.We are try-
ing to get people to know that (the
center) is here for them.”
She said the technicians also will
be of help to parents who are con-
fused about which car seat is right for
their children.
“They will show parents different
types of car seats and determine
which one is appropriate for their
child,” Welsh said.
There is a room at the center
where parents can observe numerous
varieties of car seats if that is all they
are interested in doing, Welsh said.
Those who cannot attend the
open house can come to the center
anytime between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
New government office holding open
house about children’s vehicle safety and 8 to 9:30 a.m. Thursday in the
Physical Science Building Room
332.
“People interested should attend
these meetings because what is said
there and on the forms which are
available at the meetings will greatly
affect the outcome of this,” said Lida
Wall, interim vice president for acad-
emic affairs. 
Adam Weyhaupt, speaker of the
Student Senate; Kristen Rutter, stu-
dent vice president for academic
affairs; and Senate member Jessica
Catto came to the senate meeting to
discuss questions on teacher evalua-
tions, which students fill out for every
class.
The Student Senate recently
passed a resolution which requests
that the question, “Rate the overall
effectiveness of this instructor on a
scale of one through five,” appear on
all the teacher evaluations in the uni-
versity. 
“What we hear from students is
they don’t have the opportunity on
current evaluations to say whether the
instructor was fully effective in teach-
ing the course,” Weyhaupt said. 
Reed Benedict, anthropology and
sociology professor, and William
Addison, psychology professor, both
support the idea but said the wording
would need work. 
Tidwell directed the project to the
student-faculty relations committee
to examine the precise wording of the
question and decide who to contact to
implement the resolution.
Senate
from Page 1
Sports
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345-2466
We Deliver All Day
Every Day.
WHY?
Because We Love You!
La
rg
e
$5.
(Deep Dish Extra/$6.00 minimum for delivery)
Every Wednesday
Carry-out or Delivery
Wednesday Special
Med
ium
1 Topping Pizza
99
99$3.
348-1626
Southeast Missouri’s
Christine Rathke scored
34 points off the bench in
SEMO’s win over
Tennessee State to earn
OVC Rookie of the Week
honors. Rathke shot 48
percent from the field and
an eye-popping 80 percent
from three-point range for
the week. She added six
points in SEMO’s loss to
Arkansas-Little Rock.
While there is a chance Bialka’s cur-
rent time would advance him to nation-
als if other runners qualify in other
events and drop out, he’s not counting on
that chance.
“I know right now it’s not going to be
enough,” Bialka said of his current 3,000
time. “I need to be 4-8 seconds faster to
definitely make it (to nationals).”
“I don’t think in Jason’s case it’s that
hard,” McInerney said about breaking
the 8-minute mark. “He just needs to
find a race where a whole bunch of guys
are doing it. I’m convinced he can run
eight or faster, but it’s hard to do alone. 
With Eastern hosting this week’s
Friday Night Special and the Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor
Championships at Lantz Fieldhouse next
weekend, Bialka has the opportunity to
break the 8-minute plateau – if he choos-
es to.
Bialka will take a break from the
3,000-meter race this Friday to compete
in the mile, and depending on his perfor-
mance in that race, he may change his
focus to qualifying for nationals in that
event.
“The mile is the weaker of the two
events in terms of qualifiers right now,”
head coach Tom Akers said. “We’ll go
after the mile Friday and probably
another 3K and see where his best
chances lie. We have to be ready for
what the opportunity is in.”
“I don’t even know if I’m going to
run the 3,000 again,” Bialka said. “It
depends on what I have a better shot at
making.
“There’s more glory in the mile, and
I’m running the mile Friday and then
coach and I will sit down and talk about
it,” Bialka said. “It depends on how fast
I run the mile at home and we’ll see what
I have a better chance at qualifying in by
the last chance meet.”
Last chance meets take place a week
before the NCAA’s to allow runners a
final opportunity to run their fastest and
produce their best times.
“You hate to do it the week before
nationals, but a lot of people will be in
that situation,” McInerney said of quali-
fying.
For Bialka to provisionally qualify in
the mile, he’ll have to run a time of 4:06.
But the senior standout has his sights set
on an even faster time – the school
record of 4:03.
“If I hit the record for the mile, it
would place me in the top ten in the
country,” Bialka said.
Bialka credits his teammates, John
Sipple in particular, for pushing him to
the fastest times of his life.
“It’s nice to have the guys there to
support me, especially John Sipple,” he
said. “He’s there to push me in practice
even when it takes a toll on him.”
“The support from teammates and the
coaching staff is always there,” Akers
said. 
“A lot of runners don’t realize the
impact of a team until they are out of
college and running on their own.”
“Jason is very self-motivated and dri-
ven from within and will be successful
for many years to come.”
While Bialka still has next year’s
cross country season ahead of him, this
is his final opportunity to make history
on the indoor track.
“It’s kind of sad, but I don’t think it’s
hit me yet,” Bialka said of this being his
final indoor season. “Indoor track is def-
initely my favorite of the three, and I
want to go out being remembered.”
History
from Page 16
Put it on the board
Bill Leaman of Sign Productions applies the final piece to the new softball scoreboard Tuesday after-
noon at Williams’ Field as Scott Powers looks on. The softball field was the first to receive a new
inning-by-inning scoreboard. The baseball team’s Monier Field will also receive a new scoreboard.
Kate Mitchell/Staff photographer
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Final stretch raises intensity level
Rojek: So now that the team finally has a
break after these three games, what kind
of advantage is the team looking at?
Wunder: We’re going to take (Tuesday)
off and go hard Wednesday and Friday
and do some individual work Thursday.
It’s a good thing right now for them to get
rest.
Rojek: What differences did you see in
the team from Thursday’s game against
Tennessee-Martin to Monday’s game
against Tennessee Tech?
Wunder: Well, I thought obviously
against Murray State we did a good job
and we carried that over into last night’s
game. We played a good 40 minutes and
that’s the intensity level we need to play
these last three ball games.
Rojek: Now coming into these last three
games, obviously you need these wins to
get into the playoffs.
Wunder: Well, we’ve got to win. There’s
nothing easy – no ifs, ands or buts. 
If we want to go to the conference
tournament, we have to win and we have
to earn it.
Rojek: Do you think the game against
Tech was a good preparation for what to
expect if the team faces Tech again in the
playoffs?
Wunder: Well, obviously, a: it gives our
team the confidence to know they can
compete and play with Tennessee Tech,
the best team in the league. 
And if it happens to be that we play a
third time, it’ll be nice to know we can
play with those people. In the two years
we’ve played them, I think each year
there’s been a closer game.
Rojek: With SEMO being the last road
trip for the team, what atmosphere are
you expecting? Is it tough to play at
SEMO?
Wunder: That’s a good question. I think
our team knows what we have to do. Our
backs are to the wall. They realize they
have to play hard and compete with these
people and that’s the kind of effort we
have to have.
Rojek: With wins on the road against
Murray and Morehead, you’ve obviously
had some luck on the road, but now hav-
ing two final games at home there’s that
opportunity to get a first win on the  home
court.
Wunder: Well, we’ve got to win some-
where, whether it’s at home or on the
road. Lantz hasn’t been too kind to us in
the conference season.
Rojek: So now what are those little
things offensively or defensively you’re
trying to work this week at practice?
Wunder: At this point we’re not adding
anything or changing a lot. We’re fine-
tuning some things. We need to be more
consistent at times; we’ve been ragged
offensively. 
Our defense kept us in the ball game
(Monday night) and we need to keep
playing solid on both ends of the court.
Editor’s Note: Staff writer Kristin Rojek will be holding a series of weekly interviews
with Eastern head women’s basketball coach Linda Wunder. This week they talked about
the final three games of the season, winning at Lantz and the team’s recent performance
against Murray State and Tennessee Tech.
1
with Wunder
O’Connor
nets OVC
honors
Freshman Pam O’Connor earns
Rookie of the Week after recording
her fifth 20-point game of the sea-
son.
The center finished 9-of-13 from
the field with nine boards in
Eastern’s 89-59 loss to Tennessee-
Martin. O’Connor followed that per-
formance against Murray State, con-
tributing 13 points, two assists and a
steal in the Panther’s 57-56 upset.
Overall, O’Connor shot 56 per-
cent during the week.
Women’s basketball standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee Tech 12-0 19-4
Eastern Kentucky 10-2 18-5
Austin Peay 9-4 13-11
Southeast Missouri    8-5             13-10
Tennessee-Martin 5-7 11-12
Murray State 5-8 7-17
Tennessee State 4-10 6-17
Morehead State 2-10 6-17
Eastern Illinois 2-11 6-18
Thursday’s games
Tenn.-Martin at Eastern Kentucky, 4:30 p.m.
Murray State at Morehead State, 4:30 p.m.
Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech, 5:30 p.m.
Saturday’s games
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky, 1 p.m.
Tenn.-Martin at Morehead State, 4:30 p.m.
Eastern Illinois at SEMO, 5:30 p.m.
Q & A with Rick Samuels..
tomorrow in sports
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Bring your date on the 9th-14 buy one
Specialty drink get one FREE!
(with your panther i.d.)
CORNER OF 17TH & CHARLESTON, MATTOON
FOLLOW ROUTE 16, JUST 2 MILES PAST THE INTERSTATE.  235-BEAN
Hey  stupid...
Don’t be a dud this year on Valentines’s Day!
Specialty Valentine Baskets
filled with Gourmet Coffees and Chocolates
C
To Jenny (My pumpkin),,
I can’t put into words how
special you  are to me. You
are the most beautiful,
smart, and sexy woman I
have ever met. I’m so lucky
that I can spend this
Valentine’s Day with you.
I’m the luckiest man on the
planet.
Love Always,
Matt
Happya y Hee arar tt Daa yy !!
Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
2-4 pm M,W,Th
2-3 pm T
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  Now Offering Signing Incentives
Wednesday = Ladies Nite
at ...
(vodka, rum, amaretto)
Plus $2  22oz. Lite Bottles
Come See DJ Haney!
$5   Trop ii ca ll   P ii tt chers
Panhellenic Council would like to congratulate the scholastic
achievement of the following Greek Women for receiving a 4.0 GPA
for
Fall Semester 2000.Brooke Alexander
Krista Conway
Michelle Hohimer
Jenny Milne
Erin Simmons
Natasha Story
Alison Swango
Courtney Bleke
Jessica Catto
Courtney Goembel
Emilee Hussman
Meghan LaRoche
Carrie Masek
Erica Smith
Mary Uremovic
Elizabeth Vogel
Thea Barnstable
Shanon Bishop
Molly Koller
Megan Mallaney
Laura Sobczak
Janna Celeschi
Kelley Eyre
Michelle Flaherty
Kristin Kezios
Lesley Marszalek
Christina Niemerg
Jana Tomasewski
Candace Duffy
Maranda
Heurermarman
Nicole Jensen
Shara Koch
Lisa Lorenzen
Laura Martin
Kerri Mauger
Danielle Rozycki
Jessica Sanders
Celia Griffin
Kristy Poteete
Brandi Bach
Amy Higham
Amanda March
Shea Minott
Adrienne MIller
Laura Schuchard
Brandi Stone
Amy Vedin
Men’s basketball team poised to win OVC
By Derek Cuculich
Staff writer
With two weeks remaining in the regular
season, the men’s basketball team finds itself
within striking distance of the Ohio Valley
Conference championship going into
Saturday’s road test against South East
Missouri State (14-11, 5-8).
Currently, Eastern is one of four teams that
is just a game back of league leading
Tennessee Tech.
“This is our last road game,” said Panther
senior guard Kyle Hill. “We feel we’re in a
great position right now with only one road
game left and finishing off the season at
home.”
The Lantz gymnasium has been very
friendly to Eastern, as the men have been a per-
fect 10-0 at home. 
However, games on the road have been a
different story.  The Panthers have dropped
their last two games on the road and the Show
Me Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo., has not
been a home-away-from-home for Eastern.
“It’s (Show Me Center) is a real tough place
to play,” Hill said.  “We’ve not done too well
there, but anytime you’re at someone else’s
gym in this league it’s hard to get a win.”
The Indians have fallen on hard times as of
late, dropping four out of their last five games
while only producing 70.3 points per game,
lowest in the OVC.
“When you’ve played 13 conference games
you expect your shots to be falling,” SEMO
head coach Gary Garner said.  “Offensively we
just haven’t been consistent. I thought that we
would be better offensively at the start of the
year but we struggle executing.”
A lone bright spot for the Indian’s offense is
senior Michael Stokes. The 6-foot-2-inch guard
is averaging 16.2 points per game and is capa-
ble of leading his team to victory on any night.
“Michael is the heart and soul of this team,”
Garner said. “He’s our leading scorer and is up
there on our team in rebounds.  Not only does
he do well for himself, but he makes things
happen for other people.”
“He’s a tough player,” Hill said of Stokes.
“He’s quick off the dribble and when he gets in
the lane he dishes (the ball) well.”
Another concern for the Panthers is the size
of SEMO.  Terry Rogers (6-foot-10-inches),
Nyah Jones (6-foot-11-inches) and Daniel
Weaver (6-foot-8-inches) will be a big chal-
lenge for Eastern’s front line.
“Our big guys are going to have to be
strong,” Hill said. “They (SEMO’s big men)
are not really offensive threats but they’re big
bodies who do a good job for them.”
The Panthers spirits are high after knocking
off Tennessee Tech on Monday night, and
Eastern should be well rested going into
Saturday’s contest.
“Everything is real positive right now,” Hill
said. “Coach has been very positive and patient
with us even despite the two losses. We know
we are still in a position to win (conference)
and we’re happy to be in that position.”
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff Photographer
Henry Domercant throws one down against
Tennessee Tech Monday night at Lantz
home against Tennessee State and Tech. 
“Tech probably has one of the most
difficult schedules,” Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. “The good thing for us is
that Tech, Austin Peay and Murray all still
have to play each other.”
The Panthers went 1-2 last week,
but more importantly, the worst part of their
schedule is now behind them.
There is no such thing as an auto-
matic win in the OVC this year. That has
been proven in just the past week with the
Panthers losing to Martin and then turning
around and beating Tech.
But what this does is give Eastern a
chance to collect a few wins while Murray,
Tech and Peay beat on each other and hope-
fully knock each other out of contention for
the conference title. 
While those three teams are in
head-to-head competition all week, if the
Panthers just keep doing what they are sup-
posed to do and beat the teams they are sup-
posed to beat they could find themselves
atop the conference standings at the end of
the week.
There are no guarantees. But it
sure does make it easier knowing what lies
ahead is not nearly as bad as what is already
behind you.
Bauer
from Page 16
Men’s basketball standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee Tech 9-3 15-8
Austin Peay 9-4 18-7
Eastern Illinois 9-4 16-8
Murray State 8-4 13-10
Tennessee State 6-7 9-16
Morehead State 5-7 11-12
Tennessee-Martin 5-7 10-13
Southeast Missouri    5-8 14-11
Eastern Kentucky 0-12 6-16
Wednesday’s games
Morris Brown at Southeast Missouri, 7 p.m.*
Thursday’s games
Tenn.-Martin at Eastern Kentucky, 6:30 p.m.
Murray State at Morehead State, 6:30 p.m.
Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech, 7:30 p.m.
SportsThe Daily Eastern News16 WednesdayFebruary 14, 2001InsideMen’s basketball team poised to win OVC. Page 151 on 1 with Wunder. Page 14
Kyle Bauer
Staff editor
e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
The Power Alley
Panthers
ready for
stretch run
After starting the seasonout on a blistering pace,the Panther men’s bas-ketball team has finally
been humbled over the course of
the last few days.
The Panthers entered last week
with an 8-2 conference record.
They had two of the top 10  scorers
in the nation and were the nation’s
best free throw shooting team.
And then they found out exactly
how tough life on the road in the
Ohio Valley Conference can be.
Eastern ran into a Tennessee-
Martin team that has been hovering
around mediocrity and promptly
lost 85-71.
Two days later the Panthers
traveled to Murray, Ky., and  fell to
Murray State 92-77 on national
television.
Monday night was exactly what
the Panthers needed. Eastern
returned home to Lantz
Gymnasium, a place where they
have not lost since last season. 
The “Panther Palace” did not
disappoint and helped Eastern to an
80-71 victory over conference
leader Tennessee Tech.
Now the real fun begins.
The win moved the Panthers
into a tie for second place with
Austin Peay and put four teams
within a game of the league lead
with just two weeks to go in the
regular season.
The good news in all of this is
that the worst is behind the
Panthers. The Panthers have three
games left against three of the
OVC’s bottom feeders, Southeast
Missouri State, Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky.
The three teams have a com-
bined conference record of 10-27.
Southeast Missouri State stands at
5-8, while Morehead State is 5-7
and Eastern Kentucky remains win-
less with an 0-12 conference
record.
With the way this season has
been going in the OVC, there is no
guarantee that Eastern will win its
final three games. It was less than a
week ago that the Panthers fell to a
5-7 Tennessee-Martin team, but
this schedule certainly gives them a
better chance than others. And the
fact that two of those final three
games are home games for Eastern
is definitely helping also.
The conference’s other top
teams do not have it so good.
Austin Peay still has to travel to
Tech while Tech still has to travel
to Murray State. Murray State
probably has it the best out of any-
body, traveling to Morehead State
before closing out the season at 
Stamping history
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
Stamping their name in the record books andplacing themself among Eastern’s best inhistory is something every Panther athlete
dreams of, but few achieve.
Senior distance runner Jason Bialka made his
stamp on history in a big way Saturday, shattering
the 25-year old record in the 3,000-meter run by
nearly three seconds.
“People don’t realize just how good of a
record that is,” distance coach John McInerney
said. “It’s a pretty good record and he got right
after it.”
“I wanted a school record as much as qualify-
ing,” said Bialka, a high school All-State product
from Lockport. “We’ve had such good runners
like Mike Larson, Joe Sheeran and coach
McInerney, and I always wanted to think of
myself as a part of that company.”
It was Larson’s 8:11.2 mark that Bialka broke
to set the school record, crossing the finish line in
8:08.36 at the Cannon IV Invitational at Butler
University.
“The first half of the race went really smooth
and that was different than last weekend at
Indiana, which was rough,” Bialka said. “I knew
it would be close and with three laps to go I knew
I’d have to close fast to get the record.
“They had a clock set up and I constantly had
my eye on that clock,” he said. “I kind of smiled
at myself when I knew I had the provisional time,
but I had to bust that last 400 for the record.”
Not only did the run shatter Eastern’s long-
standing best time, but Bialka’s performance sur-
passed the provisional qualifying time (8:12) for
the NCAA Indoor Championships and gave
Bialka his first school record of his high school or
collegiate career.
While Bialka achieved the provisional time, he
still rests on the bubble of qualifying for nationals.
The automatic qualifying time for the NCAAs is
8:00 and has been reached by just two athletes so
far. Despite his record-breaking performance,
Bialka currently ranks 24th in the nation for the
3,000, and only the top 16-20 runners will
advance to compete in the nation’s fastest race.
Close, but no cigar
Henry Domercant,soph.forward
Domercant scored 18 points and 9 boards
against Tennessee-Martin Thursday night
and 26 additional points against Murray
State Saturday, finishing 6-of-10 in
Eastern’s 92-77 loss to the Racers.
Pam O’Connor, freshman center
O’Connor earned OVC Rookie of the Week
after her fifth 20-point game of the season
against Tennessee-Martin.This week the center
averaged 16.5 points per game and added five
rebounds, shooting 56 percent from the field.
Here’s who had a good week but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat of the week
Amanda Douglass/ Staff photographer
Senior distance runner Jason Bialka stands in front of the indoor school records hanging in the Lantz
Fieldhouse. Bialka shattered the 3,000-meter record by nearly three seconds Saturday.
Top Cat
“I want to go out being remembered.”
See HISTORY Page 13
Bialka adds name to record
books in the 3,000-meter 
Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking
an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the
previous week. Winners are selected just once.
Selection is made by the Daily Eastern News
sports staff.
Eastern signs three more recruits
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Almost a week after signing its
first 10 recruits of the year, Eastern
signed three more high school stu-
dents to play for the Panthers in the
2001 season.
The newest recruits, Chad
Cleveland from Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., Ricky Johnson from Miami,
Fla., and Wale Dala from Orland
Park, Ill., will all help the Panthers
try to build on their success of last
season.
Although all three players are
true freshman, Eastern’s head coach
Bob Spoo expects the players to
make an impact for Eastern this sea-
son.
“You know if the true freshman
that we had last year are any indica-
tion of what kind of success they
can have then they should do well
this year,” Spoo said.
The three players, who all play
on the defensive side of the ball, will
help a Panther defense that graduat-
ed more than it’s share of players. 
Cleveland and Dala, who both
play in the defensive backfield, will
be looked at to play right away, but
will have to take a step back and try
to take in the new defensive scheme
they will be playing in.
“I don’t think you can ever have
enough good defensive backs,”
Spoo said.
“And I think that anytime we can
improve our defensive backfield
back-ups it’s a good thing.”
Johnson, who played at Chicago
southwest suburban Carl Sandburg
high school, is a defensive end that
will be looked at to come in and
contribute to a depleted defensive
line.
“Well, we do have Steve Rangel
at one defensive end and Alex
Schmink at the other,” Spoo said.
“But we are in need of players
on the defensive line, but he will
have to play well to dislodge any of
the players that we have already.”
I think that any time we can improve our defensive back-
field back-ups it’s a good thing.
Bob Spoo,
Head football coach
“
”
See BAUER Page 15
Panther Sports Calendar
Friday: Track teams host Friday Night Special,
5 p.m. @Lantz Fieldhouse
Saturday: Men’s and women’s basketball at    
Southeast Missouri State, 5:30 p.m. @ Cape
Girardeau, Mo. 
